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R951define a subdomain of the ER within
a cell that may be used for the selective
anchoring of mitochondria. The
targeting of mitochondria to the
immunological synapse is one example
of the selective enrichment of
mitochondria within the cell [20]. The
mechanisms of this retention have
not yet been established, but the
results here provide a new hypothesis
to test. Similarly, the delivery of
mitochondria to daughter cells during
asymmetric division has not been
investigated and may be one of the
most obvious areas where these new
insights from yeast may find
resonance. The emerging data in this
area of ER–mitochondria contacts are
providing us with an unprecedented
glimpse into the mechanisms and
regulation of their co-ordinated
function. We look forward to
a resolution of the many new
questions these studies raise.References
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We StandHumans engage in collaborative activities far more often than do members of
any other species. Two recent studies explore why this is the case. Are humans
uniquely motivated to work together?Laurie R. Santos
The Great Pyramid of Giza is an
inspiring testament to the power of
human collaboration. Once the tallest
man-made building on Earth, the Giza
Pyramid was built using incredibly
simple technology. With only some
rope and wood, laborers were able to
raise over six and half million tons of
stone. In a time long before forklifts
and CAD programs, the Egyptians
generated architectural achievementsusing teamwork not technology. Since
that time, our species has made
unprecedented technological
advances, yet the real psychological
force behind our cultural triumphs is
the same. We build impressive things
because we’re good at working
together. The question, though, is why.
How come we’re so good at
collaborating towards shared goals?
Two recent studies [1,2] used
a comparative approach to suggest
a new answer to this question: humansmay be good at collaboration because
we’re uniquely motivated to solve
problems through teamwork.
Our species’ propensity for
collaboration is so ubiquitous in our
daily life that it’s easy to forget just how
unusual we are in this regard relative
to our closest living primate relatives.
The first strange thing about human
collaborative activities is their scope.
In the modern age, humans spend their
days working for large (sometimes
even multinational) organizations. We
derive much of our caloric intake from
the collaboration of large numbers
of people [3]. Our leisure time is spent
on pursuits like sports and theatre,
which require extensive collaboration.
And recent work suggests that our
collaborative tendencies emerge from
a young age [4]. In comparison,
nonhuman primate collaboration
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live in social groups like we do, but they
spend remarkably little time engaged
in shared activities. Chimpanzees, for
example, have their own impressive
technologies (for example, [5]), but
most of these involve an individual
working alone rather than groups
of chimpanzees collaborating
together. Even heralded collaborative
activities, such as cooperative hunting
[6], are rare exceptions rather than
the norm.
Such differences beg the question
of why humans are so unusual in their
collaborative pursuits. At first glance,
you might guess the problem is one of
understanding. Perhaps chimpanzees
lack the cognitive skills needed to be
a good collaborator. Unfortunately, this
explanation doesn’t seem to hold up.
Recent experimental work suggests
that chimpanzees possess the
cognitive understanding needed to
solve collaborative problems (see [7]
for review): for example, they recognize
and attend to others’ goals [8,9] and
understand how to pick an effective
cooperative partner [10,11]. These
results demonstrate that chimpanzees
do understand how to collaborate
with others, which makes the fact
that they don’t do so all the more
confusing.
Recently, Tomasello and his
colleagues have proposed a new
explanation for why humans might
be so unique in their collaborative
pursuits: maybe the problem is one of
motivation rather than understanding
(for example, [12,13]). According to
this view, humans simply like
working together more than our
primate relatives do. Our motivation
to collaborate propels us to seek out
more opportunities for collaboration,
which allows us to reap the benefits
that cooperative activities afford.
Further, Tomasello and colleagues
have argued that thismotivation comes
on-line early in human development,
allowing human children to begin
developing experience with
collaborative activities from a very
young age [12].
Excitingly, Tomasello and colleagues
have developed an elegant way to test
this hypothesis, as reported in their two
recent papers [1,2]. The logic of their
approach is simple: if humans do have
a uniquemotivation to collaborate, they
should choose to solve a problem with
a collaborative strategy rather than
an equally effective solitary strategy.Chimpanzees — who they hypothesize
lack this motivation — should, in
contrast, show no such preference.
In the first paper, recently published
in Current Biology, Rekers and
colleagues [1] presented human
children and chimpanzees with
a foraging problem that could be
solved either individually or
collaboratively. Participants from both
species were presented with the
opportunity to obtain food from one of
two out-of-reach boards. To get food
from the first board, participants had to
pull a set of ropes on their own to move
the food board closer. To access food
from the second board, participants
had to work collaboratively with
a conspecific partner, pulling the set of
ropes simultaneously with their partner
to access the food. Participants from
both species were then given a choice
between the two boards: did they want
to work with a partner or would they
prefer to operate the board by
themselves? The authors found a big
difference across the two populations.
Children preferred to obtain food using
the collaborative board, choosing the
teamwork option about three quarters
of the time. Chimpanzees, in contrast,
performed at chance; they were
indifferent to whether another
conspecific worked with them to solve
this problem, suggesting they’re not as
motivated to seek out opportunities to
work together.
Bullinger et al. [2] then explored
chimpanzees’ motivation for
collaboration in even more detail.
They presented chimpanzees with
a similar foraging problem to that of
the previous study, but varied the
payoffs across the solitary and
collaborative boards. In their first
study, they observed that chimpanzees
show a striking preference to work by
themselves when the pay-offs are
equated across the two boards. They
then changed the pay-off structure in
the next study, allowing chimpanzees
to earn more food when they worked
with a partner. Only when the relative
pay-off from the collaborative board
was increased did chimpanzees
show the kind of preference that
children showed for foraging
collaboratively. Chimpanzees, it
seems, need a little something extra to
work in a team; children are motivated
to do it for free.
Tomasello and colleagues’ two
recent studies [1,2] provide nice
support for the hypothesis that humansare uniquely motivated to collaborate,
but this new work still leaves open
several important questions about our
purportedly uniquely (see [1]) human
motivation for teamwork. First, it is
unclear what it is about collaborative
activities specifically that motivates
people to pursue them. One possibility
is that we become motivated to pursue
collaborative activities because we’ve
learned that teamwork can be
a successful strategy. When you
consider how effective young infants
might be in solving a problem alone
versus with their parents, it seems
obvious that species (like ours) with
long periods of immaturity might learn
that it pays to get a little help from our
friends.
A second (though not orthogonal)
possibility is that our human preference
for collaboration is rooted in the
social activities that are inherent in
working with another individual.
By this view, humans don’t enjoy
collaboration per se, but instead
enjoy various social aspects of
collaborative tasks (for example,
jointly attending to information [12,13],
sharing goals [12], behaving
altruistically [8], and so on). Indeed,
future research could profit from
teasing these factors out to see if
people are still motivated to pursue
collaboration in cases in which these
factors are absent. Finally, these two
studies still leave open the question
of whether human collaborative
motivations really are unique. Although
chimpanzees are clearly disinterested
in pursuing collaboration for its own
sake [2], there are hints that our other
close primate relative, the bonobo,
might differ in this regard [14,15].
Bonobos like to forage with other
conspecifics [14] and their natural
tolerance allows them to outperform
chimpanzees on collaborative tasks
[17]. Exploring whether bonobos are
motivated to collaborate in the same
way as humans would help to
determine not only whether this
tendency is unique to our species,
but also the kinds of factors that are
necessary for the development of this
kind of motivation.References
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Something About FinchesA phylogenetic tree for the extant Hawaiian honeycreepers charts their
diversification over the past 6 million years.Trevor D. Price
In 1859, for his only figure in the Origin
of Species, Darwin famously sketched
a hypothetical phylogenetic tree.
Almost 50 years later, Perkins [1]
proposed the first phylogenetic
relationships for a group of birds [2],
the Hawaiian honeycreepers (Figure 1).
More than 100 years later, as reported
recently in Current Biology [3], we
finally have a fully resolved tree for
this group (that is, apart from the
two-thirds or more of those
species that have gone extinct since
human arrival, including some since
Perkins’ time.) It has been well worth
the wait.
The Hawaiian honeycreepers are
special, for they are the most
spectacular radiation of birds in an
archipelago. The radiation produced
a great diversity of ecological types,
including seed eaters, fruit eaters,
bark-pickers, nectarivores and snail
specialists. Fossils suggest the
presence of flycatcher finches too.
Lerner et al. [3] assessed the
phylogenetic relationships among the
17 extant species of Hawaiian
honeycreepers, plus an additional
species of honeycreeper (the Po’ouli),
which was discovered in 1973, but has
not been seen since 2004. As
pioneered in an earlier paper [4], theauthors were able to date the radiation
of the group by relating genetic
distances of two pairs of species and
one pair of subspecies to the timing of
appearance of three islands, and then
extrapolating estimated times to other
divergences.
It appears that, about six million
years ago, a progenitor finch flock
arrived in Hawaii fromAsia. At that time,
the Hawaiian archipelago looked very
different from its present configuration
[5]. Kauai was forming and no islands
lay further to the southeast. A few
islands were present to the west of
Kauai, but they had become small and
low-lying. Thus, Kauai seems to have
been the starting point for endemic
radiations in several groups of plants
and animals [5]. In the case of the
extant honeycreepers, it took the rise of
Oahu, about four million years ago,
to drive most of the radiation. This may
be because the production of multiple
species requires not only a diversity
of habitats (ecological niches) but also
long persistence of populations in
geographical isolation, as would be
provided by the presence of two
islands.
The Making of the Tree
Estimating phylogenetic relationships
is particularly difficult when species
diverge close together in time. Thedifficulties are twofold [6]. The first is
that a tree connecting the sequences of
a gene is not the same as the species
tree. Without hybridization, the gene
tree separating a pair of species must
be older than the species themselves
(Figure 2). One consequence is that the
gene and species trees can mismatch
in branching order as well as time
(Figure 2). Naively, one might think
this is unlikely, but the ‘time to
a common ancestor’ (or ‘coalescent
time’) for an autosomal gene from a pair
of sequences in a randomly mating
population can be very long and the
variance very large, depending on the
population size. The average time is
2N generations, but 5% of the time
the coalescent is shorter thanwN/10
and 5% of the time the coalescent is
longer thanw6N [7]. (N is the effective
population size, which is the same as
the actual population size if
contributions to the next generation
from each individual are Poisson
distributed, but smaller if some
individuals disproportionately
contribute to the gene pool.) Variances
and means get further inflated by
population structure, which will be
present in most species, and implies
nonrandom mating.
The second difficulty with estimating
a phylogeny comes from working out
what the gene tree actually is. Clearly,
if no mutations at all occur in the gene
tree, every sequence would be the
same and one would never be able
to estimate the tree. Even quite a few
substitutions along different branches
can give an erroneous picture because
of the stochastic nature of the mutation
process. On the other hand, when
